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In 2018, naver is planning to expand the Chinese market, opening up the Chinese internet space for
foreigners to buy apps. Naver, which runs several hit games such as Piggy Bank, Hidden Expedition,

Hidden Expedition 2, and Puzzle Craze, has been making inroads into China with its Korean app
store storeKorea. Naver in Korea has an estimated worth of about $2.5 billion and is poised to enter
China. The South Korean company has been fiercely protective of its market share in the country,
where it now ranks eighth in terms of app users. "Naver has many Chinese apps, and it has begun
taking the market share from Tencent, which is the largest [Chinese] company in the field of the

operating system," said Zhixin Jiang, vice president of mobile applications at Naver Korea. He
added that as the Chinese population expands, mobile game markets are expected to grow. Naver
is offering a special program called "Pro" for foreign developers hoping to get access to the Chinese
market. It is asking for about 100 million won ($90,000) to fund the operation for a startup that will
continue operating the service for 180 days, after which it will be evaluated again. In order to speed

up the process of getting through the application review process, Naver last week removed
applications from its storeKorea that were not approved yet. The company made a thorough review

on the applications that have been submitted and is now making a list of the apps that were
approved and those that were not, which will help it shorten the waiting time for foreign

developers. According to the Korea Digital Content Distribution Association, China has about 7.27
million iPhone users, while about 31.5 million are on Android devices. China Apple users bought

about 31,000 iPhone 6s and iPhone 6s Plus phones on Sept. 11, the first day of availability,
according to research firm Kantar. "We can expect more opportunity and [China's] app market will

increase," added Naver's Jiang. The company's apparent decision to open up the Chinese market for
foreign developers has increased speculation that Tencent is preparing to do the same. Naver and

Tencent declined to comment. "The entry of foreign companies [into the Chinese market] will
motivate Tencent to make a move" said Yang Zongqi, analyst at Media Asia. "Tencent has been

developing the operating system for the mobile phone," he noted, referring to 6d1f23a050
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